
Somerville Public Schools
Elements of Successful Literacy

Instruction
A good introduction to literacy needs a strong
foundation. The building blocks of effective reading
instruction, as defined by the National Reading Panel
and reinforced by the latest research on literacy
development and dyslexia, include phonological
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and
comprehension. Together, these five pillars make up
the components of successful reading instruction by
shaping learners' brains to learn to read and
understand the written English language.

Several key principles guide our literacy program in SPS:
● All five pillars are needed to develop successful readers and writers, so all students should

have opportunities to receive instruction in each of the five areas. Some pillars might be
emphasized more in some grades than others (e.g., more phonological awareness in
grades K and 1) and vary as a child develops (e.g., more comprehension than phonics in
higher grades).

● All students, not just multilingual learners, should have opportunities to develop their oral
language skills each day across all content areas.

● All students should have whole-class and small group learning opportunities that develop
their reading and writing skills.

● Student assessment data should determine the course of small group instruction.
● Student groups should be flexible and change according to current assessment data.
● Students can use word lists and decodable (controlled) texts when learning discrete

phonics skills, but should have regular opportunities to apply their phonics knowledge to
authentic texts.

● Developing proficient readers and writers is a community effort involving administrators,
classroom teachers, specialized educators, paraprofessionals, students, and families.

Structuring an effective and research-based literacy and language arts block in the classroom
(Tier 1) is the first step to laying a good foundation for student literacy skills. When a student is
struggling in reading, we assess what pillars are strengths and weaknesses so we can create an
intervention plan to move the student forward (Tier 2). Let’s take a closer look at what these five
pillars are and how they work together to build the foundation for effective literacy instruction.
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https://www.nichd.nih.gov/research/supported/Pages/nrp.aspx


1. Phonological Awareness
What it is: the ability to hear, identify, manipulate, and substitute phonemes—the smallest units of
sound that can differentiate meaning—in spoken words

What it means: Teaching phonological awareness means instructing students to identify and
manipulate the approximately 44 phonemes in the English language. It doesn’t require students
to be able to read or even see printed letters to grasp this concept; it’s all about the sounds that
word parts make. Essentially, phonological awareness instruction begins by teaching students to
hear and manipulate the larger parts of words (syllables), then moves to the smaller parts of
words (individual phonemes).

Why it matters: Phonological awareness is a strong predictor of long-term reading and spelling
success, which is why there are explicit whole class lessons included in the SPS curriculum.
Phonological awareness development must be quickly followed by the introduction of phonics.
Teaching sounds along with letters of the alphabet helps students better understand how
phonological awareness relates to reading and writing. This allows them to connect what they
hear and say to the written letters on the page.

Examples: Children who are proficient in phonological awareness know what words are, how to
break them into syllables, how to create rhyming words, and how to segment, blend, and
manipulate sounds in words. This sets the stage for students to eventually map their knowledge
of sounds onto printed letters—an essential skill for reading and writing. In the SPS curriculum,
phonological awareness is taught in Kindergarten and first grade. The Tier 1 curriculum includes
instruction in rhyming, beginning sounds, and manipulating syllables and phonemes. Visuals are
used to support student learning. The Tier 2 small group intervention is based on the Heggerty
PA curriculum.

How we assess it:
● Informal observations during SPS Phonological Awareness lessons
● DIBELS 8 PSF (Phoneme Segmentation Fluency) - Developed by the University of Oregon

and administered to all Kindergarten and First Graders, this subtest measures how  well
students can break a spoken word into its component sounds (e.g., “mat” - /m/ /a/ /t/)

● PAST (Phonological Awareness Screening Test) - A diagnostic assessment for students who
need additional phonological awareness support. It provides information about a
student’s strengths and needs in the following areas: syllable deletion, onset-rime deletion
and substitution, and phoneme deletion and substitution. The results are used to
determine where in the SPS Heggerty PA Intervention instruction should begin.
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2. Phonics
What it is: the ability to understand that there is a predictable relationship between phonemes
(sounds) and graphemes (the letters that represent those sounds in written language) in order to
associate written letters with the sounds of spoken language

What it means: Phonics instruction teaches students how to build relationships between
sounds and letters or letter combinations and how to use those relationships to read and write
words.

Why it matters: While the English language has many irregular spellings and exceptions to
phonetic rules, about 80 percent of English words are phonetically regular. Phonics teaches
students letter patterns, irregular spellings and exceptions so that they are able to spell and
read words fluently.

Examples: Children who are proficient in phonics are able to associate specific sounds with
letters and letter patterns, and use letter patterns to spell and decode known words and novel
words. In the SPS curriculum, phonics is taught in grades K-3. In grades K-2, the Tier 1 curriculum
is FUNdations, a structured phonics program that explicitly teaches students to convert letters
into sounds (phonemes) and then blend the sounds to form recognizable words. Teachers use
both physical manipulatives and the provided Google Slides to teach FUNdations. In grade 3, the
Tier 1 curriculum includes Fundations Flashback (a review of previously learned FUNdations
concepts) and Phonics in Focus, which teaches advanced phonics concepts such as reading and
spelling with schwa. Teachers have Google Slides and student workbooks to teach both
Fundations Flashbacks and Phonics in Focus. Tier 2 small group phonics instruction follows the
FUNdations sequence and includes decoding and encoding real and nonsense words and
reading words both in- and out-of-context. Tier 2 phonics instruction may continue in grades 3-5
based on student needs.

How we assess it:
● FUNdations Unit Assessments - These assessments are embedded into each unit and

allow teachers to gauge how well students are applying what they are learning in phonics
to their spelling.

● DIBELS 8 - Across the district, SPS uses subtests from DIBELS 8 (administered 3 times a
year) to assess students’ phonics knowledge and to drive instruction and intervention.

○ LNF (Letter Naming Fluency) assesses students’ ability to recognize individual letters
and say the letter names.

○ NWF (Nonsense Word Fluency) assesses letter-sound correspondence and the
ability to blend letter sounds into words.

○ PSF (Phoneme Segmentation Fluency) assesses students’ ability to segment two- to
six-phoneme words into their individual phonemes.
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○ WRF (Word Reading Fluency) assesses students’ ability to read a list of progressively
harder words that both follow phonics rules and have unpredictable patterns (also
known as trick words).

● Quick Phonics Screener - Educators might administer a phonics screener to figure out
what specific phonics patterns students need to learn next as a part of whole class or
small group instruction.

3. Fluency
What it is: the ability to read with speed, accuracy and proper phrasing and expression.

What it means: Fluency is the ability to read as well as one speaks and to make sense of what is
being read without having to stop or pause to decode words. Readers must be fluent at the
word level, phrase level, and sentence level. Fluency includes accuracy, expression and phrasing,
and rate of reading. Fluency is different from memorization, which can occur when students
interact with the same text so frequently that they can repeat it without reading.

Why it matters: Developing fluency is critical to a student’s motivation to read. When students
struggle to sound out letters and words, reading can become a laborious and exhausting task,
and students may begin to perceive reading as a negative activity. Fluency is also critical in
supporting comprehension. In order to better understand what they have read, students need
to read fluently.

Examples: Children who are fluent readers can recognize and decode words accurately
effortlessly. They can group words into appropriate phrases and attend to punctuation to make
meaning. They can change their voice to show feeling and expression when reading. In grades
K-2 Tier 1 fluency instruction is addressed in FUNdations word and sentence reading. It is also
practiced in the Independent Reading Lessons. In Tier 2 small group fluency instruction, teachers
focus on specific student needs: automaticity, accuracy, expression and phrasing, and/or rate.
Tier 2 small group fluency instruction may continue in grades 3-5 based on student needs.

How we assess it:
● Across the district, SPS uses subtests from DIBELS 8 (administered 3 times a year) to

assess students’ fluency and accuracy.
○ WRF (Word Reading Fluency) assesses students’ ability to read a list of progressively

harder sight words that include words with irregular pronunciations as well as
common words with regular pronunciations.

○ ORF (Oral Reading Fluency) assesses students’ reading rate and accuracy when
reading a grade level passage.

● Running Records or F&P Benchmark Assessments provide the opportunity to listen to
children read in order to gain information about students’ fluency, accuracy, monitoring
and self-correction, and comprehension.
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4. Vocabulary
What it is: the body of words that students understand and use in their conversation (oral and
receptive vocabulary) and recognize in print (reading vocabulary)

What it means: Vocabulary is essential to reading comprehension. A reader cannot understand
the meaning of a text without knowing what most of the words mean. Vocabulary can be
absorbed or learned both orally and through print. Most vocabulary is learned through everyday
experiences while engaging in conversations, read alouds, or independent reading. School
experiences that intentionally include rich conversations and explicit vocabulary instruction can
greatly support children’s vocabulary development.

Why it matters: In order to comprehend a text, a student must know the meaning of the words
they are reading. Beginning readers use their oral vocabulary to make sense of words they see
in print. If students encounter an unfamiliar word while reading, their reading is momentarily
interrupted until the new word is added to their mental vocabulary. Explicit vocabulary
instruction and word-learning strategies can help build a flourishing vocabulary and improve
reading fluency and comprehension.

Examples: In the SPS curriculum, vocabulary is directly introduced in the K-5 Genre Units.
Students are introduced to vocabulary in the Interactive Read Alouds by seeing it in context,
reading a definition, and seeing examples. Students are supported in using new vocabulary
throughout the Genre Units in their verbal and written responses.

How we assess it:
● Informally, teachers assess students’ ability to learn and use new vocabulary in the

context of Interactive Read Alouds, class discussions, and writing.
● District Unit Assessments assess content vocabulary found in various texts (fiction,

nonfiction, poetry, etc.), as well as academic vocabulary found in directions and questions.

5. Comprehension
What it is: the ability to understand, remember, and interpret what has been read—this is the
purpose of reading

What it means: Students with developed reading comprehension abilities can predict, infer,
make connections, and analyze what is being read. Reading comprehension requires a good
foundation in listening comprehension, phonics, fluency, and vocabulary as well as the ability to
monitor understanding while reading. Comprehension is not the same as decoding words;
students who recognize and decode words on the page, but don’t know what the words mean,
are not comprehending. Without comprehension, reading can be a pointless exercise in word
calling.
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Why it matters: The purpose of reading is comprehension—getting meaning from written text.
Students who comprehend what they read are often active and strategic readers who can
recognize where their understanding breaks down and apply specific strategies to gain
understanding such as rereading, looking at text features, or figuring out the meaning of an
unknown word. Students with strong comprehension can listen and respond to ideas being
discussed about a text. They can also use a variety of strategies to comprehend different kinds
of texts or to read for different purposes. Ultimately, reading comprehension can lead to
learning, enjoyment, and success in school and life.

Examples: In the Tier 1 curriculum, comprehension is taught in the Genre Units. Students are
introduced to the elements of each genre, for example: character, story arc, theme, the
structure of nonfiction texts or the elements of poetry. Using mentor texts as examples,
students explore each of those texts deeply by retelling, talking about, and analyzing the text.
Beginning with an Interactive Read Aloud students build their listening comprehension,
implement comprehension strategies, and share their understanding through discussions and
writing about texts. Furthermore, based on assessment data, teachers work with a small group
of students, using decodable or authentic texts, to teach specific strategies such as inferring,
identifying main idea, etc.

How we assess it:
● Running Records or F&P Benchmark Assessment provide the opportunity to listen to

children read in order to gain information about their ability to monitor and correct their
understanding during reading, as well as their overall comprehension of the text after
reading.

● District Unit Assessments assess students’ comprehension of a variety of texts in different
genres.

Writing
What it is: the ability to compose coherent text to communicate ideas and information

What it means: Students with developed writing skills use their knowledge of phonics,
vocabulary, text structure and comprehension to organize and develop text that communicates
their ideas.

Why it matters: Writing is a fundamental form of communication that is a basic requirement of
daily living. It is also one way students demonstrate their understanding, creativity and
knowledge. As students learn to write essays, research papers, narrative texts, opinions, etc.
throughout their academic experience, they develop their ability to communicate ideas,
positions, arguments, and explanations.

Examples: Students who are proficient writers write fluently in a variety of subjects (math,
science, social studies, etc.) for a variety of purposes. In the SPS curriculum, writing is taught in
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the Genre Units as well as with Writing Units. In the genre units students are introduced to
writing about texts. In the writing units students are introduced to writing in various genres
including narrative, opinion, expository and informational writing.

How we assess it:

● District Unit Assessments assess students’ writing about texts.
● Students’ writing is evaluated and revised in each of the writing units.
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Appendix - Example Screenshots From SPS Curriculum

Phonological Awareness

Kindergarten PA Week 10 First Grade PA Week 10

Kindergarten Heggerty First Grade Heggerty
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Phonics

FUNdations K-2 Third Grade Fundations Flashback

Third Grade Phonics in Focus Grade 1 fluency

Vocabulary
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Comprehension

Writing

Grade 2                                                                                                       Grade 4
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